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1 Liability of the freight forwarder  

Freight forwarding is transport and logistic service. It does not mean only the 
procurement  of shipments, but it covers a range of activities related to transport, what 
freight forwarders performs under his own name, on his own liability and on behalf of 
third. [1] 

Offer of these services are very important in choosing the shipper. The customer 
is increasingly demanding and he requires in addition to ensuring the transport and 
something extra. This fact is based on the one hand the efforts of corporate 
outsourcing of selected activities (pulse of the customer), on the other hand it is a 
result of the efforts of freight forwarder on expanding the portfolio of services in 
connection with obtaining and customer retention (pulse from the freight forwarder). 
The first service that the freight forwarder offered in connection with transport was 
service related to customs clearance of transit. Freight forwarder featured as a 
guarantor of the customs debt, he issued a transit documents, equipped the customs 
administrations, he secured shipments insurance, etc. it was therefore an activity 
directly linked to the transportation. Gradually, these services were added to storage. 
The fact that freight forwarder initially focused on the following activities (storage, 
customs procedures) was associated with looking at logistics and its understanding.  
Logistics has been regarded as a service, mainly relating to transportation and storage. 
These activities basically still make up a sort of skeleton services provided by freight 
forwarders. In connection with the change of view on logistics and progressively 
involving the freight forwarder logistics chains, there were increasing demands on 
services provided by freight forwarders. Freight forwarders gradually expand their 
range of services, while focusing in particular on the area of shipment and storage.  

The storage can offer a variety of logistics services and operations with the 
consignment, such as labelling, packaging, respectively repackaging shipments, 
sorting, preparation for shipment, consolidation of shipments, etc. Freight forwarders 
build their own large logistics and distribution centres, which offer all of the above 
activities. In relation to transport freight forwarders offer their clients online tracking 
of shipments of high-technology, thus enabling to customer obtain accurate 
information about the current status of their shipments. [7] 
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Top forwarding services include all services, which are necessary for the 
distribution of the customer´s goods from the moment of its receipt from production to 
delivery to the final customer. The producer or the store can do outsourcing all 
activities related to the process of provision of logistics based on the forwarding 
contract to freight forwarders. Regarding transport, there may be procurement of road 
transport, rail, air, sea and multimodal transport within intra-continental or 
intercontinental.  

Freight forwarding trends: 

• focus on all modes of transport, 

• finding the optimal solution with the combination of transport options, 

• value added tax – customs clearance, liability of the customs debt, 
documents issuing, shipment insurance, storage, packaging, shipments 
labelling, consolidation and sorting of goods, on-line monitoring, 

• building your own logistics centres, 

• distribution of goods from producer to customer. [6] 
 
As mentioned above, the freight forwarder performs the full range of logistics 

activities for which he is also responsible. Under the provisions of the Commercial 
Code § 601 – 609 stems from freight forwarding contract for forwarder particular 
liability for: 

• timely procurement of transportation, 

• grant administrative available to the carriage (at loading, using a suitable 
vehicle, at unloading, etc.), 

• the adherence rate, 

• a warning in case of  incorrect information, 

• the liability for wrong decision of freight forwarder, 

• in case of default, 

• risk for the appropriate handling of the consignment, 

• for professional malpractice in negotiating conditions of carriage, 

• in case of failure shipment insurance, 

• for risks involved in storing the goods during the transportation, etc. [1] 
Availability can be partly or entirely transferred to the insurance company, which 

is described in Chapter 3. 

2 Legislation for warehouse services 

The goods shall temporarily be stored, at the Freight Forwarder's discretion, in his 
own warehouses or in those owned by third parties (either privately-owned or State 
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ones). If the Freight Forwarder temporarily stores the goods in a warehouse owned by 
a third party, the same conditions shall apply to his relationship with the Customer as 
the ones that apply to his relationship with this third party. The Freight Forwarder shall 
be obliged to send the conditions of storage to the Customer upon request. 

The Freight Forwarder is obliged to ensure the safety or the protection of the 
storage areas only if the same belong to him or are rented by him and only if such an 
obligation is dictated by good faith and business usage or at the Customer's request.  

Storage, as one of the main activities of freight forwarders and logistics providers, 
is the activity, in which the storekeeper assumes liability for the care of the goods. The 
liability starts with the adoption of goods to the store, followed by handling, through to 
removal from storage to the owner or other authorized person. So it is not only about 
property which may be damaged, but also the property of another person. [3] Storage 
as a forwarding activity can be modifying by several laws and regulations. 

Freight forwarding is a regulated trade under the Act no. 455/1991 Coll. on Trade 
Licensing (Trade Licensing Act). The rights and obligations of the Freight forwarder 
arise first of all on the basis of a contract of freight forwarding. Under a contract of 
freight forwarding the Freight forwarder undertakes to procure for the Customer the 
transport of goods (the consignment) in his own name but on the Customer's account 
from a certain place to another certain place, and the Customer undertakes to pay 
remuneration to the Freight forwarder. 

Freight forwarder is a manager of transportation and he has an obligation to make 
professional care in the implementation of obligation under the contract. His task is to 
ensure the optimal course of goods transport from source to destination and ensure 
minimize transportation costs and minimizing risks inherent in the transport. He is a 
connection between the sender or the recipient and the carrier, between producer and 
consumer, between exporter and importer. He is the creator of the price of transport. 
He provides insurance of goods during transportation and storage, he provides services 
in issuing the necessary accompanying and other documents, protects the interests of 
the customer. 

The basic document for the provision of storage services should be in writing 
(not prescript) storage agreement, where the parties define their position in the 
contractual relationship, rights, obligations and other requirement associated with the 
provision of storage services. [2] This contractual relationship is governed by the 
Commercial Code, section VIII, unless the parties agree otherwise. According to it, the 
storekeeper undertakes to accept the thing that saved it and prudent it and depositor 
agrees to pay him for revenge. 

Another important governs the rights and obligations under the General freight 
forwarder´s conditions of the Association of Logistics and Freight Forwarding of the 
Slovak Republic (hereinafter referred to as GFFC ALFF SR) in their currently valid 
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version. Storage is here given to Article 11. However, it should be noted that they are 
legally binding only if the parties expressly have withdrawn as such in the storage 
contract. Of course storekeeper can also create their own conditions with which the 
customer must be informed. 

3 Liability for damage of goods in warehouse  

One of the most important parts of GFFC ALFF SR is liability for damage of 
entrusted goods and its limitations. It should be noted that it is desirable to clearly 
define when and under what conditions the liability for goods is transferred to the 
warehouse provider, i.e. it is need to be noted the moment from which the warehouse 
provider is responsible for entrusted goods. If damage caused during storage, the 
liability for it is proven to the warehouse provider. Problems can arise during loading 
or unloading of cargo, when the liability of goods is transferred from carrier to 
storekeeper. This will prevent unnecessary problems and misunderstandings by 
appearing of such losses. If already damage caused and storekeeper is arguable 
response for it than he is obliged to pay for it to the other party. 

It must be clearly determined in which moment (e.g. passing of cargo from cargo 
space of vehicle for the warehouse ramp) starts the storekeeper’s liability. Under the 
Commercial Code, the storekeeper is responsible for all damage caused to the store 
goods. This is particularly the damage, destruction or the loss of entrusted goods. This 
means that the storekeeper is obliged to replace the damage in full. If the parties accept 
GFFC ALFF SR and it is listed in the contract of storage (or elsewhere), than the 
storekeeper´s liability is limited: 

• to 3,925 XDR per 1 kg gross weight of the goods damaged, lost or destroyed, 
however, the maximum amount being: 

• 3925 XDR for one case of damage (one consignment). 

• If damage caused to the depositor (the customer) consist of the difference 
between required and actual state of the stored goods, the liability is limited to 
19 625 XDR. 

• In cases of other damages the Freight forwarder's duty to compensate the 
damage is limited to the amount of 20 000 XDR per one damage case.  

• In case of a consignment of high value or in the case of special interest of the 
Freight forwarder on delivery, it is possible, in deviation from the provisions of 
point 7.2 of the present GFFC ALFF SR, to agree in the contract of freight 
forwarding on a higher amount of Freight forwarder's liability. 

• The lost profit and indirect damage shall not be compensated. 
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If during the performance of the contract of freight forwarding the Freight 
forwarder caused the damage intentionally, he shall be obliged to compensate it in full 
amount (that is without limitation, inclusive the lost profit). [4] 

If the parties agree on the acceptance of other general conditions, which include 
the issue of damages, they are governed by those conditions. The parties may, of 
course, the question of compensation to address directly in the storage contract or 
other agreement and negotiate the exact amount of damages. Such provision takes 
precedence over GFFC ALFF SR even if the parties agree them. 

It should be noted that not only the storekeeper is liable for damages. Paragraph 
11.1.4 of GFFC ALFF SR says the principal is liable for all damage caused by him, his 
staff or his authorized person at the entrance to the warehouse storekeeper or another 
third party (depositor).  

In figure 1 we can see the number of burglaries in shops, including stores in 
Slovakia in the last 10 years. Also, we can see the total loss calculated in € thousands. 
2016 is the period from 1.1.2016 to 31.7.2016. For a better display are the values 
referred to in figure 2. 

 
Fig. 1 Number of burglaries in shops, include stores in Slovakia 

 

Period 

The number of 

burglaries in shops 

include stores 

The number of 

solved cases 

The total loss in € 

thousands 

2006 2172 441 6469 

2007 1702 325 5654 

2008 1587 353 4916 

2009 1744 445 4448 

2010 1758 391 6106 

2011 1365 351 5045 

2012 1147 316 3411 

2013 1150 331 2919 

2014 986 232 3080 

2015 743 210 2757 

2016 345 98 1059 

           Source: [5] 
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Fig. 2 The number of burglaries in shops, include stores in Slovakia and the total lost 

in € thousands 
 

 
 
           Source: [5] 

4 Insurance products 

Companies spend a substantial amount of time evaluating their cargo insurance 
program for goods in transit, but securing adequate warehouse coverage is sometimes 
an afterthought. The depositor often wrongfully assumes that it has outsourced any 
risk associated with the goods. 

In addition to the normal business liability insurance coverages that most 
companies carry (e.g., commercial general liability (CGL), workers compensation, and 
motor vehicle), reputable warehouse operators also carry warehouse legal liability 
coverage. Warehouse legal liability coverage is a unique type of liability insurance 
policy that responds when a warehouse operator’s failure to exercise reasonable care in 
the handling and storage of a customer’s goods results in loss of, or damage to, those 
goods. What kind of insurance is appropriate for freight forwarder as a storekeeper? 

 

4.1 Warehouse legal liability insurance  
That means that if the warehouse operator is negligent in the care of the 

customer’s goods, the insurance carrier directly pays the customer for the loss 
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incurred. For that reason, a customer cannot be, and does not want to be, named as an 
additional insured under the warehouse operator’s warehouse legal liability policy. 

As a warehouse operator’s warehouse legal liability policy only pays a customer 
if the warehouse operator has been negligent in caring for a customer’s goods, the 
customer is still responsible for insuring its goods against other types of losses (e.g., 
fire, windstorm, etc.). [8] 

It is also important to note that virtually every warehouse legal liability policy 
excludes liability for loss or damage in instances where the warehouse operator has 
agreed to take on a higher degree of liability for the customer’s goods beyond what is 
legally required (i.e. “reasonable care”). This exclusion is necessary because 
warehouse legal liability policies are underwritten by insurance carriers on the basis of 
insuring the risks associated with the warehouse operator’s negligence. If a warehouse 
operator has agreed to assume greater liability for a customer’s goods, then the risks 
are obviously much more extensive than what the insurance carrier took into account 
when setting its premium. 

In the event of significant loss or damage to the customer’s goods attributable to 
the warehouse operator’s failure to take reasonable care of the customer’s goods, both 
the warehouse operator and the customer depend on the warehouse operator’s 
warehouse legal liability policy to respond to the claim. As such, if a warehousing 
services agreement contains any provision that requires the warehouse operator to 
assume liability for a customer’s goods beyond the standard of “reasonable care”, then 
such a provision may void the warehouse operator’s warehouse legal liability coverage 
thereby putting both parties in an unfavourable position. 

 

4.2 Property insurance 
For storeowners, Property Insurance may offer his business financial protection if 

something goes wrong. By providing the necessary coverage for damaged or lost 
property — including the property of others that is in his care — Property Insurance 
may protect his business space, equipment, inventory, and other business assets, 
depending on his policy. Property Insurance can help cover a range of property 
damage risks, from theft and vandalism to tornadoes and fires. It covers: 

• insurance of buildings and real estate, 

• insurance of moveable property, 

• insurance of machinery, 

• electronic equipment insurance. 
Such insurance is a standard insurance product for business. Property insurance 

policies normally do not cover water damage caused by floods, tsunamis, drain 
backups, sewer backups, groundwater seepage, standing water and many other water 
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sources. They also may not cover mold, earthquakes, nuclear events or acts of war, 
such as terrorism and insurrections. 

 
 

4.3 Other kinds of insurance linked with warehouse services  
 

• Business interruption insurance 
Also known as business income insurance is a type of insurance that covers the 

loss of income that a business suffers after a disaster. The income loss covered may be 
due to disaster-related closing of the business facility or due to the rebuilding process 
after a disaster. 

It differs from property insurance in that a property insurance policy only covers 
the physical damage to the business, while the additional coverage allotted by the 
business interruption policy covers the profits that would have been earned. This extra 
policy provision is applicable to all types of businesses, as it is designed to put a 
business in the same financial position it would have been in if no loss had occurred. 

This type of coverage is not sold as a stand-alone policy, but can be added onto 
the business' property insurance policy or comprehensive package policy such as a 
business owner's policy. Since business interruption is included as part of the business' 
primary policy, it only pays out if the cause of the loss is covered by the overarching 
policy 

 

• Environmental liability insurance 
Environmental liability insurance covers the cost of restoring damage caused by 

environmental accidents, such as pollution of land, water, air, and biodiversity 
damage. 

As a business, you will face various scenarios in which your business activities 
may cause environmental damage.  For example, damage caused by: 

• your property’s current land use or the historical use of the site, 

• a malfunction of holding tanks on your property e.g. an oil tank, 

• a product your business is transporting,  

• fire on your property, 

• poorly operating drains causing run-off of oil in water supply e.g. in a car park, 

• dust arising from construction work. 
Moreover, recent EU legislation has significantly increased the potential costs of 

remediating damage caused.  Environmental issues need to be dealt with rapidly to 
protect the reputation of your business. [9] 
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Environmental liability insurance covers the cost of repairing environmental 
damage arising from both common law claims, and claims arising from EU legislation. 

In particular, environmental liability insurance provides cover for: 
• both sudden pollution and gradual pollution, 
• first party (own site) clean-up costs imposed by regulatory authorities, 
• third party liability including impact on property value, 
• nuisance claims, 
• legal costs and expenses. 

 
Important steps for choosing business insurance: 
For choosing the right insurance, not only for the storekeeper, it is important: 

• define key risks to which the business is exposed, 

• accurately and clearly define the moment when the liability is transferred to the 
storekeeper, 

• agree with the limitation of liability, 

• configure an insurance policy or contract, not only from the financial pages 
(depending on the level of liability), but also depending on the agreed policy 
conditions. 
 
 The need to insure a business from the risks should be obvious for every 

responsible businessman, even the best protection from risks and threats are 
completely avoided. 

5 Conclusion  

A freight forwarding service utilizes established relationships with carriers, 
from air freighters and trucking companies, to rail freighters and ocean liners, in order 
to negotiate the best possible price to move shippers’ goods along the most economical 
route by working out various bids and choosing the one that best balances speed, cost, 
and reliability. Freight forwarders handle the considerable logistics of shipping goods 
from one international destination to another, a task that would otherwise be a 
formidable burden for their client. Freight forwarder services are now an integral part 
of international trade. Forwarding the same time becomes more precious and important 
part of the logistics process. It is therefore important that shippers realize this fact and 
were able to offer its customers the widest range of logistics services. And of course, 
all activities should be ensured so as to avoid potential risks that arise from their 
business and thus satisfy the needs of its customers. 
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Resume 

Everyone knows about risk. We generally think of risk in terms of unpleasant 
things that might happen. For managers, risk is a threat that something might happen 
to disrupt normal activities or stop things happening as planned. Risk is a fact of life 
for the supply chain. The aim of the article is pointed out the liability of freight 
forwarders when they provide warehouse services. There are also pointed out some 
insurance, which can help to freight forwarders in their business.  
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